
Ride Custom Systems 
Fitting Checklist

Ride Custom Cushion

	  Cushion

	  Owner's manual and warranty information

	  Consumer contract

	  Black and silver Sharpie® pens

	  2 Ride Gauges 

	  Electric knife

	  Cat or dog shedding blade for cushion modifications

	  2" hook/loop fastener to attach cushion to wheelchair

Ride Custom Back

	  Back support and hardware

	  White wax china marker, silver Sharpie®, or similar to mark new trim lines on back shell.

	  Owner’s manual and warranty information

	  10 mm and 13 mm end wrenches

	  5 mm and 4 mm allen wrenches

	  #2 Phillips screwdriver

  High quality masking tape

	  Jig saw with ~10 point per inch wood cutting blade to modify trim lines

	  De-burring tool or a fine metal/wood rasp/file, radius on one side

	  Drill with variety of bits including a 19/64" drill bit

	  Propane torch or a very hot high quality heat gun to heat and flex plastic shells for shape modification

	  Sewing machine for alterations to back support cover if significant reduction of back size is accomplished. 
   Modified inner shells with cover can be returned under the 90 day guaranteed fit program for alterations.

Note: It is advisable to have a complete set of shape capture tools on-hand should a re-do prove 
necessary. Please call Ride Customer Service for RA information and instructions for a re-do.

This comprehensive tools and materials check-list will ensure you have all materials and tools 
necessary for a successful in-field fitting, including modifications, of a Ride Custom Cushion 
and/or Back support.
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